Hello everyone. Originally I had the opening lines mentioning our successful Library Week celebrations and tribute to our wonderful library staff who organized it while I was away on leave.

NOW my immediate thoughts are to sending warm wishes to all in Canterbury who have had the unfortunate time of experiencing the major earthquake and dealing with the aftermath. For many of us it’s going to be a long drawn out process of repairs and piecing together our home lives again. Certainly hurried up some of our cows in the birthing department! Fortunately not too premature and have been able to save most.

As we were experiencing the aftershocks of the earthquake we had news of the Southland Snow Storms and the floods up north. Lets hope for a calmer term four.

van Asch library is operating as ususal – thanks to Dayle. It took us sometime to resurrect our wonderful library, shelving the books etc but we wouldn’t be Librarians if we didn’t have excellent research & fossicking skills!

Back to Library Week: Thanks to Janet & Jane for the reading/signing of “Mr Muggs the Library Cat” which was a great hit with all who attended. Bev, using her design talents managed to transform the library to the inside of the book with cats and mice appearing everywhere in the library adding to the excitement for the students and thanks to Dayle for overseeing the project.

Don’t forget to use the Wellington MoE Library specially for researching periodicals. Please do not hesitate to ask me, if you need assistance with this.

Margaret Langdale-Hunt
Library Resource Coordinator

**Board Books**

**Usborne Touchy-Feely series**
- Tractors
- Kittens
- Nursery Rhymes
- That’s Not My Princess
- Princesses
- Puppies

**Fiction - Picture Books**

*The Rain Train*  
*By Elena De Roo & Brian Lovelock*

*Twinkle*  
*By Nick Bland*

**Fiction - Paperback easy read**

*The Dunkirk Escape*  
*by Jim Eldridge*  
(yellow pages aimed at dyslexic students.)
Non-Fiction

I Am A Seal
By Barbara Todd

The Life Cycle of the Pukeko
By Betty Brownlie

Reach for the Stars and other advice for Life’s Journey
By Serge Bloch

100 Facts Series
- Saving the Earth
- Flight
- Shipwrecks

Visual Guide to our amazing planet Series
- My First Atlas
- My First Dictionary
- The Earth

Wonders of Learning Series
- Discover Flags

The Faithful Dog
By Angela Rixon

The Great Race Maze
By Anna Milsen

John Drawbridge
A collection of John’s paintings
Arts Foundation of NZ & Tanya Drawbridge
Learn more:-
www.thearts.co.nz
www.pixelhouse.co.nz

Ministry of Education Teaching materials can be accessed TKI site – Digistore.

Discover Time
Developing key competencies through activity-based child-directed learning
By Brenda Martin & Gay Hay

My book of feelings
An interactive workbook for parents, professionals & Children
By Amy V Jaffe, M.S.W, and Luci Gardner

Why Do I Have To?
A Book for Children Who Find Themselves Frustrated by Everyday Rules
By Laurie Leventhal-Belfer

How Do I Teach This Kid?
Visual Work Tasks for beginning Learners on the Autism Spectrum
By Kimberly A Henry

21st International Congress on the Education of the Deaf
ICED 2010 Vancouver. July 18 – 22
Final Program and Abstract Book

May 2010

Assessment Matters No.2 2010
NZCER Press

NEMP 50 - Information Skills for Inquiry Learning Assessment Results 2009

NEMP 51 – Social Studies Assessment Results 2009

NEMP 52 – Mathematics Assessment Results 2009
Periodicals

Remember most of these periodicals along with a broader range of research periodicals can be located through the Wellington Ministry of Education Library site.

BDN: British Deaf News July 2010
- Gwent Police Community Support Officer shortlisted for Deaf Communications Award
- Pursuing the Vision with Terry Riley
- Research: ‘Deaf with dementia’: a new research study launched with the Deaf community.
- BazzaDeaf (communicating issues with UK Police)
- Between Two Cultures (CODA report)
- Sign Circle...a Deaf/BSL Camping Festival that keeps on growing.
- Educating Deaf children in multicultural Britain.
- Wales News: Virtual Bike Ride proves a Wheely Great Success
- Scotland: Understanding Mental Health
- Sport: Eddies “The Machine” Siner Ready to take on the World (Boxer)
- London 2012 Mascots Launched to World

BDN British Deaf News August 2010
- Deaf and disabled students dropping out of University
- Frank Barnes book launch makes signing a family affair.
- Action Deafness Books to Publish Nick Sturley’s New Novel
- Fire! Deaf alerted at House of Commons!
- Wandering through the Deaf World
- Scammed by Internet Lottery Fraudsters
- Bazza Deaf
- Pursuing the Vision
- Research: Reading and dyslexia in deaf children
- EUD General assemble Madrid May 2010
- Between Two Cultures (CODA report) DeafZone at Glastonbury 2010
- Deaf on the Lifeline of Mumbai
- Supporting Deaf Communities Overseas
- Scotland News: Consultation on the Proposed British Sign Language Bill.
- When Midnight Strikes – Deaf Professional Wrestler College for Deaf People Launches Revamped Website

BDN: British Deaf News September 2010
- BDA welcomes confirmation of the size of the Deaf Community
- Wandering through the Deaf World: reports from other countries
- Thousands gather in Las Vegas for 1st World Deaf Expo
- Pursuing the Vision : Terry Riley reporting on Deaf & Disabled issues.
- Research: Get Involved! Deaf children invited to take part in a unique sign vocabulary project.
- Deaf Schools must be saved!
- Between Two Cultures (CODA report)
- Bazza Deaf
- Long Live Sign Language: outcomes from the ICED 2010 Conference
- Play review “Not by Bread Alone” . A story of 11 deafblind individuals sharing stories of their hopes and dreams.
- Sport: 24 hours Badathon. GB Deaf Badminton

Bulletin: The NZ Audiological Society Vol.20 No.2 June 2010
- Acoustic Reflex Testing: A Circumstantial Perspective
- Trends in Amplification: the coming of the wireless age and other observations from the hearing instruments of 2010
- The Audiogram and Hearing Loss – What do these terms mean to parents of hearing impaired children by Paul R Peryman, MNZAS
- The Lighter Side of…
- Everyday Listening Assessment Review “ A Naturalistic Approach to Assessing Hearing Aid Candidacy and Motivating Hearing Aid Use”
- Tooth-Mounted Hearing Aids
**Periodicals**

**Children No.73 Winter 2010**
- Treating violence as a health issue: the role of the health sector in increasing the chances of children being safe, secure and nurtured in New Zealand.
- The health of children in New Zealand: Are we reaching a tipping point?
- Alcohol: time to change in New Zealand’s drinking culture
- The health status of young people in Child, Youth and Family residences.
- Child Neglect
- Reducing child injuries on the road
- The health and well being of secondary school students in New Zealand: Results from Youth ’07 Survey
- The Health Select Committee immunization Enquiry
- Supporting children who have a parent with a mental illness
- Something to live For: Preventing suicide in young people
- Teenage pregnancies
- Child and Adolescent oral health: What’s the story?
- Publication Resource order form.

**Deafness & Education International Vol.12 No.2 June 2010**
- Learning to Learn: An Analysis of Early Learning Behaviours Demonstrated by Young Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing Children with High/Low Mathematics Ability
- Reading Comprehension of Flemish Deaf Children in Belgium: Sources of Variability in Reading Comprehension after Cochlear Implantation
- Vowel Formant Values in Hearing and Hearing-Impaired Children: A Discriminant Analysis.

**Ear and Hearing Vol.31 No.4 August 2010**
- Lateralization of Interimplant Timing and Level Differences in Children Who Use Bilateral Cochlear Implants
- Effects of Stimulation Level and Electrode Pairing on the Binaural Interaction Component of the Electrically Evoked Auditory Brain Stem Response
- Neuroanatomical Characteristics and Speech Perception in Noise in Older Adults
- Pupil Response as an Indication of Effortful Listening: The Influence of Sentence Intelligibility
- Effects of Various Articulatory Features of Speech on Cortical Event-Related Potentials and Behavioral Measures of Speech-Sound Processing
- Cochlear Implant-Mediated Perception of Nonlinguistic Sounds
- The Analysis of Simple and Complex Auditory Signals in Human Auditory Cortex: Magnetoencephalographic Evidence From M100 Modulation
- Application of the Kurtosis Statistic to the Evaluation of the Risk of Hearing Loss in Workers Exposed to High-Level Complex Noise
- Influence of Calibration Method on Distortion-Product Otoacoustic Emission Measurements: 1. Test Performance
- Influence of Calibration…. 2. Threshold Prediction
- Children With Cochlear Implants recognize Their Mother’s Voice

**The Hearing Journal Vol.63 No.6 June 2010**
- Saving the Music Industry from itself
- AAA’s call to “invest in yourself” draws record throng to Audiology Now! 2010
- An ounce of prevention can save a pound of audiometer trouble.
- Technology, legislators, associations, and companies are encouraging tele-audiology.
- “I will never wear BTE”
- Obituary: Jerome Schein

**The Hearing Journal Vol. 63, No.7 July 2010**
- Small ears, Big decision.
- Solving the trade-off between speech understanding and listening comfort.
- Educating our patients-and ourselves about the new no-mercury-added batteries.
- Do I really need an FM system?
- Involving the third party is the key
- Managing output
- Optimizing fittings takes everyone’s commitment

**The Hearing Journal. Vol.63 No.8 August 2010**
- Everything you ever wanted to know about conducting surveys
- Teach patients who hear “well enough” the real cost of neglecting hearing loss
- Designing HA signal processing to reduce demand on working memory
- Evaluation of frequency compression and high-frequency directionality
- With noise reduction, hearing is believing
- Familiar lessons from a distant land by Dennis Van Vliet

**New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies Vol.45 No.1 2010**
- Student Participation in Formative Assessment for NCEA
- Early Childhood Inclusion: The Hidden Curriculum of Peer Relationships
- Heroic Aspirations: The Emergence of Academic Development in a New Zealand University
- Maori Achievement in Literacy and Numeracy in Canterbury Schools
- Our Emerging Net Generation: Are They Information Literate?
- Reflecting on the Purpose of the PhD Oral Examination
- On being a “Critic and Conscience of Society”: The Role of the Education Academic in Public Debates
- Can You Support What You’re Saying with (Real) Evidence?
- The Assessment of Children’s Language in New Zealand Early Childhood Centres
- Thinking about “Thinking” as a Key Competency

**SET: Research Information for Teachers No.1 2010**
- Virtual classrooms: lessons for teaching and learning in the 21st century
- Sustaining improvements in student achievement: Myth or reality?
- Learning through moderation: Minding our language
- Explicit teaching of social skills: Does it lead to behaviour change?
- To find or to fix: Effective teacher response to error in early literacy learning.
- ICT in primary science: Insights from the TELA evaluation
- “Talk about Books”: Investigating a junior primary Oral Language Programme
- Going beyond achievement: Spreading our assessment net wider

**SET: Research Information for Teachers No.2 2010**
- Literacy teaching and learning for the 21st century: Bridging the theory to practice gap
- Primary visual art teaching: Supporting teacher confidence
- Possibilities for summative assessment in social studies
- Proclaiming the good news: Samoan children, church literacy and comprehension
- National Standards: Thining wider about sources of evidence
- NCEA subject choices in mid-low-decile schools: What schools and parents need to know about the university pathway
- Students and NCEA course choices and allocations
- Reaching disengaged students through media skills
- Thinking in Science: What might progress look like?

**Sign Language Studies Vol.10 No.3 Spring 2010**
- The Estonian Deaf Community
- On The System of Person-Denoting Signs in Estonian Sign Language: Estonian Name Signs
- Biopower, Biosociality, and Community Formation: How Biopower Is Constitutive of the Deaf Community
- American Sign Language Curricula: A Review
- Book Review: “Survival Artist, A Memoir of the Holocaust” by Eugene Bergman
Periodicals

Sign Language Studies Vol.10 No.4 Summer 2010
- A Sociolinguistic profile of the Peruvian Deaf Community
- Anthropomorphism in Sign Languages: A Look at poetry and Storytelling with a Focus on British Sign Language.
- Schoolization: An Account of the origins of Regional Variation in British Sign Language

Vibrations Spring 2010
NFD The National Foundation for Deaf Inc.
- ACC turns deaf ear to pleas for help
- The Role of a Hearing Therapist
- Noise-exposure levels a worry in woolsheds
- Acoustics critical to learning
- Drug to reverse hearing loss

The Volta Review Vol.110 No.2 Summer 2010
Theme: Professional Preparation for Listening and Spoken Language Practitioners
- Highlights in the History of Oral Teacher Preparation in America
- Trends and Challenges in Teacher Preparation in Deaf education
- AG Bell Academy Certification Program for Listening and Spoken Language Specialists: Meeting a World-Wide Need for Qualified Professionals
- A Survey of LSLS Cert. AVTs Who Mentor: Fostering Independence to Endow the Future
- Listening, Language, and Learning: Skills of Highly Qualifies Listening and Spoken Language Specialists in Educational Settings
- Professional Preparation: Developing Language in Children with Hearing Loss
- From Pedagogy to Practice: Mentoring and Reciprocal Peer Coaching for Preservice Teachers
- Educational Preparation of Pediatric Audiologists
- Speech-Language Pathologists: Vital Listening and Spoken Language Professionals
- Professionals Development for In-Service Practitioners Serving Children who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing
- State and National Accreditation of One University program: A case Study
- John Tracy Clinic/University of San Diego Graduate program: A Distance Learning Model
- Washington University School of Medicine” A Distinctive program in Deaf Education Studies at the Program in Audiology and Communication Sciences (PACS)
- The University of Hartford and CREC Southbridge: A New Master’s of Education in Aural Habilitation and Education of Hearing Impaired Children
- Fontbonne University: Collaboration in Speech-Language Pathology and Early Intervention in Deaf Education
- Nazareth College: Specialty Preparation for Speech-Language Pathologists to Work With Children who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing
- University of Akron: Training Speech-Language Pathology Specialists to Provide Quality Service to Children who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing: A Collaborative Preservice program
- The University of Southern Mississippi: Developing a State-of-the-Art Graduate Program in Early Oral Intervention
- Utah State University: Cross-Discipline Training Through the Graduate Studies Program in Auditory Learning and Spoken Language
- Professional Training in Listening and Spoken Language: A Canadian Perspective
- Future Directions in Professional Preparation and Development
- Monograph Appendix A: Nine Domains of Listening and Spoken Language
- Monograph Appendix B: LSLS recommended Reading List
- Monograph Appendix C: Resource List
- Directory of Professional Programs
Periodicals

Volta Voices May/June 2010
- Sound Bites (snippets of info)
- Connect with Kathleen Treni
- Parent Advocacy Training
- Capacity Building and the A G Bell Academy
- AG Bell Chapters: Community Building
- Inez K. Janger honors of the Association 2010 Recipient
- Swim Lessons and Your Child with Hearing Loss
- Voices from A G Bell: Conversations
- Kid’s Zone : Around the World

Volta Voices July/ August 2010
- Sound Bites (snippets of info)
- Endless Possibilities: Convention Wraps in Orlando
- Building Bridges the First Week of School
- Distance Learning: Connecting therapists to families online.
- Entry Point: Connecting STEM students to career opportunities
- If a Tree Falls: How hearing loss connected generations
- Social Ecologies
- Failure Is Not an Option!

Newsletters

QA News Issue 68 June 2010 & other information from NZ Qualifications Authority [www.nzqa.govt.nz]
Deaf Monthly-Auckland Deaf Society. Issue 90 September 2010
Deafinitely Canterbury News July 2010. August 2010
Listen Up! Hearing Dogs for Deaf People Newsletter. Summer 2010

Magazines

Crème July 2010
Crème September 2010
KIDZ Mag Issue 16 & 17 2010
Kokiri – celebrating Maori achievement No.19 2010
PET NZ Issue 52 September/ November 2010
RISE Issue 11 June 2010 & Issue 12 September 2010